GUIDING INSTRUCTIONS FOR WRITTEN TEST
Following instructions deal with the Computerized Multiple Choice Questions
(MCQs) Answer Sheet. These Answer sheets are graded by a computer, therefore, it is
very important for the candidates to read and understand given instructions thoroughly
before appearing in the test. Non-compliance of instruction may lead to incorrect results.

Figure-1 MCQ Answer Sheet

Figure-1 is showing the new Computerized MCQ Answer Sheet that will be used for
MCQ Type papers prepared by Military College Jhelum.
MCQ Answer Sheet consist of 5 different sections


Writing and Filling Roll No Section



Color of the Question Paper Section



Candidate Name and Date Section



Signature of Candidate and Instructions Section



MCQ Answer Choices Section



Timeline

1.

Writing and Filling Roll No Section

In this section candidate will write Roll Number issued by the college. Roll Number will
be filled /written only in the designated place on the Answer Sheet. The following
instructions be followed while writing the roll number on the answer sheet


Write each digit of Roll No in each Column



Fill the corresponding numbered box for each digit.

Writing and Filling Roll No - Example
Wrongly Filled
Roll Number12375 is
wrongly filled as
corresponding boxes are not
filled if different columns and
all boxes are filled against
the first digit.

2.

Wrongly Filled
Roll Number12375 is
wrongly filled as against
one digit there are two
boxes filled. Only box for
one digit should be filled.

Correctly Filled

Roll Number 12375 is
correctly filled as all digits
are filled in corresponding
boxes.

Color of the Question Paper Section

Candidates are issued with different colors question papers. Candidate will write color of
the question paper in 3rd Step and Fill the corresponding circle in 4th Step.

3.

Candidate Name and Date Section

In this Section candidate will write his name and test date.

4.

Candidate’s Signature and Instructions Section

In this Section candidate will sign. Special attention be given during signing of Answer
Sheet. Signatures going out of Signature box can be rejected by the grading machine.
Instructions written on Answer sheet must be read carefully.

5.

MCQ Answer CHOICES Section

There are total 200 questions. Each question has four choices (A-D) from which the
candidate will select the correct answer.

Filling of Correct Answer - Example
Correct Answer (Circle) must be properly filled with Black marker as shown in following
sample question:Question 1. Which is the capital of Pakistan?
A. Lahore

B. Karachi

C. Islamabad

D. Peshawar

Answer: The correct answer is C. So circle
should be filled in Q.1 on the answer

Q.1

sheet.

Wrong Filling

Examples

The grading computer will mark
improperly filled circle as incorrect
answers.
Computer will also mark boxes with stray
marks or partially filled or boxes filled
more than once, as invalid answer.

6. Time Line
This section is Grading Machine reading area. Writing anything here can reject
answer sheet.

DOs


Use Black Ball Point only for solving the MCQs answer sheet.



Avoid any un-necessary mark / line on any area of the sheet except the
designated area for writing / filling of Answers, Roll No, & Name etc.



Use separate paper for rough work, if required

DON’Ts


Avoid any writing on Answer sheet



Damaging the sheet while solving the paper.



Folding the sheet or any corner of the sheet.



Filling the circle partially.



Filling multiple options for one question.



Writing rough work on any side of the Answer Sheet.

